PERMISSION FORM
This permission form must be completed by the adult responsible for each comic swap group. A
comics swap group could be a comics club, a school class, a library group, a family group… all sorts of
groups are welcome to take part. Each comics swap group must be formed of multiple children and
at least one responsible adult.
Title of your comic. This must be a comic that your
comic swap group has made, not a comic made by
someone else
Only comics suitable for readers of all ages can be
included in this swap. If in doubt, think whether you’d
be happy for a 6 year old to be given this comic. Please
tick to show that you consider your comic to be
suitable for readers of all ages
Name of your comic swap group

Name of the adult responsible for your comic swap
group
Responsible Adult’s email address

Responsible Adult’s phone number
Responsible Adult’s postal address (currently UK only but if you’re based in another country please contact
us). This is the address to which we’ll post your
swapped comics
Signature of Responsible Adult

Please DO NOT send us any money. You pay postage costs to send your 6 comics (6 copies of the
same comic) to Seven Stories: The National Centre for Children’s Books. We pay postage to send 5
comics back to each comics swap group.
The sixth comic will become part of the Comic Swap library, to encourage and inspire more children
to make and swap comics. This Comic Swap library may be publicly available within Seven Stories and
in touring venues. Images of comics in the Comic Swap library will be shared on the Comics Swap
website and twitter (with credits to the comics clubs involved), and images may also be shared online
and in print by Seven Stories.

INSTRUCTIONS
For you, the responsible adult, to do
1. Complete this form. If you have questions
about this form, or about the Comic Swap,
please email comicswapinfo@gmail.com
2. Email a copy of this form to us
comicswapinfo@gmail.com

OPTIONAL: email a printable PDF version of your
comic for use in future mini comic swap events.
4a. Post 6 copies of your comic (6 copies of the
same comic) AND a printed copy of this form to
us at:
Comic Swap
Seven Stories: The National Centre for
Children's Books,
Ouseburn Valley,
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 2PQ

For us, the swap organisers, to do

3. Email you to confirm receipt of your emailed
form.

4b. Open envelopes. Match printed forms with
emailed forms, to keep track of entries. Email
you to confirm receipt of your printed form and
comics.

5a. Shuffle the comics.
5b. Add one copy of each comic to the Comic
Swap library at Seven Stories: The National
Centre for Children’s Books.
5c. Package and post 5 comics made by other
comics swap groups to your comics swap group
receives.
5d. Email you to let you know your swapped
comics are on the way.
6. Wait excitedly by the letterbox to receive 5
comics made by other comics swap groups.
7. Read your new comics!

This comic swap is organised by Hannah Sackett and Lydia Wysocki, and hosted by Seven Stories:
The National Centre for Children’s Books.
Our website is https://comicswap.wordpress.com/
Our email address is comicswapinfo@gmail.com
We’re on twitter twitter.com/@comic_swap
The closing date for permission forms (by email) and posted comics (to arrive at Seven Stories) is
Friday 24th May 2019.
Swapped comics will be posted out to you in June 2019.

